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ADVOCATE FOR
SUSTAINABILITY
If ESG-centred products and practices don’t quite yet provide a pricing advantage to firms, they will in the
future – fuelled by consumer demand, says Joris Dierckx, BNP Paribas’ regional head. BY KELLY NG
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ROWING up in Belgium’s port city of Antwerp in the
1980s, Joris Dierckx witnessed village homes disappearing under concrete – his ancestral village was one of
those that had to make way for the Port of Antwerp’s expansion.
Today, the city is home to Europe’s second largest seaport, but all
that remains of the village is a lone church tower, Mr Dierckx remarks
nostalgically.
Currently the head of Southeast Asia and Singapore chief executive for BNP Paribas, Mr Dierckx takes a keen professional interest in
issues relating to environmental, social and corporate governance
(ESG), but he says that interest had taken root since his youth.
His encounters with the challenges of economic development continued to be sharpened during the early years of his banking career,
especially during a stint in India in the 1990s.
Mr Dierckx recalls: “My role in project finance comprises interac-

tions with grassroots groups and non-governmental organisations,
and I saw first-hand the social and environmental issues related to developmental projects.
“These experiences led to a conviction that there is a need for balance – while nurturing economic development for growth is necessary, it is even more imperative to ensure that social and environmental impact is mitigated,” says the 51-year-old.
Despite the early interest in sustainable development, it was only
in 2010, in the midst of his career at BNP Paribas, that Mr Dierckx
found time to enrol in a postgraduate diploma course on sustainability studies, offered by the SOAS University of London.

Greening the supply chain
Mr Dierckx, who took over as BNP Paribas’ regional head of Southeast
Asia in August 2018, says his team has been working closely with the

Singapore authorities to deepen cross-sector
collaboration on the sustainability front.
This is the second time the career banker has
been based in Singapore. Earlier, from 2004, he
served an eight-year stint here as the bank’s
head for export and project finance in Asia.
In November last year, Mr Dierckx’s team
launched a sustainable supply chain financing
framework in Singapore aimed at engaging with
large multinational companies and their extensive supply chains to adopt more sustainable
practices.
The framework’s launch was in conjunction
with the Monetary Authority of Singapore’s new
grant scheme for green and sustainabilitylinked loans, and it is supported by the scheme.
At the heart of BNP Paribas’ framework is a
matrix that measures the sustainability performance of corporates in their supply chain processes. Corporates that demonstrate better sustainability performance based on this matrix
will be “rewarded” with more favourable terms.
Mr Dierckx hopes the usage of this framework will eventually extend to other parts of
South-east Asia. The bank is currently engaging
with its network of over 500 corporate clients
and 100 treasury centres in the region, and is in
talks with more than 20 clients who are “very
keen” to come on board, he says.
He notes that the Covid-19 pandemic has
spurred public and corporate awareness of the
importance of a sustainable economy. The question for the banking sector, he says, lies in how
it can continue to transform its model to better
service a new economy in transition.
“I think with the pandemic, this trend is now
accelerating, with far more attention on environmental and social concerns. I think the drive
and demand for sustainability will come out
much stronger after this,” he says.
Despite that, he observes that the sustainability movement is “still very much driven” by
global multinational corporations.
“Although BNP Paribas lends primarily to
MNCs, we hope that frameworks like this can incentivise local corporates and their vendors
with attractive pricing to adopt sustainable practices,” he says.
“As sustainability and ESG are still fairly new
and moving fast, we also hope that regulatory
frameworks like ours will provide transparency
and accountability, help standardise disclosures, reinforce risk management, and provide
learnings from ratings agencies.”
In February, BNP Paribas was named ESG
House of the Year by the International Financing
Review (IFR) Asia for its efforts in promoting a
green and sustainable recovery across Asia in
2020. In particular, IFR Asia highlighted how the
bank helped clients access a growing pool of
sustainable liquidity in response to the
coronavirus crisis, and how it expanded the use
of sustainability-linked pricing to new industries and asset classes.
The bank is also one of the nine founding
members of the Singapore Green Finance
Centre, a research institute launched last October dedicated to green finance research and talent development, and that seeks to equip professionals with new skills and create a strong
pipeline of green finance talent.

“Mainstreaming” sustainability
However, the sustainability journey is not
without hurdles. Even as financial institutions
work to advocate for corporate sustainability,
many clients are still more fixated with the numbers.

“Some corporates are very keen on developing that, but a lot of others prefer to wait for the
(sustainability) market to be created before they
start participating. Not everyone is an early adopter.
“When a chief financial officer continues to
look at (sustainability) from a funding perspective, if it doesn’t help provide different sources
of liquidity, if it doesn’t quite create a track record for the company, then there is no advantage in implementing it,” Mr Dierckx notes.
He adds that while sustainability-centred
products and practices may not currently
provide a pricing advantage to firms, they will
in the future – with sufficient consumer demand. “The incentive, ultimately, is driven by
consumer preferences. For example, in mature
economies today, a certain category of consumers is willing to pay for organic produce. So
that gives you a pricing differential that can be
translated throughout the supply chain.”
Where banks and financial institutions come
in, he notes, is to help companies and individuals look at how sustainability fits into each of
their organisational journeys.
“We give our perspective, but in the end, sustainability is a journey that the client has to go
through themselves. All we can do is to provide
a lot of information and create a lot of awareness,” he says.
Mr Dierckx stresses that ESG initiatives are
not just climate-centred, and that BNP Paribas
places equal importance on both social and environmental issues.
Amid the pandemic, for instance, the bank
helped capture growing interest in social instruments to promote financial inclusion in markets such as India. Early last year, it helped a
transport finance company in India launch a
US$500 million, 3.5-year social bond – a new
form of financing that allows money raised to
be put towards projects that improve livelihoods.
Amidst the buzz around ESG, Mr Dierckx
points to another obstacle in pulling off sustainability efforts – the lack of a standardised taxonomy to track performance. For instance, BNP
Paribas may have a certain methodology developed in-house, but another financial institution will have its own way of measurement, he
says.
“The real challenge is that we all need to be
talking about the same thing. How do you measure progress? What is the baseline? And that’s
something that the whole industry still
struggles with.”
Nevertheless, his management team has
been looking to equip more staff with knowledge and skills to better engage clients on sustainability issues.
“The BNP Paribas group differs from a lot of
other banks in that we don’t have a sustainable
finance team or a sustainable finance department. We very much pursue what’s called a
‘mainstreaming’ strategy, which means that we
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“The BNP Paribas group differs from a lot
of other banks in that we don’t have a
sustainable finance team or a sustainable
finance department. We very much pursue
what’s called a ‘mainstreaming’ strategy,
which means that we make sustainability
part of our mainstream business.”

make sustainability part of our mainstream
business. So we are training all our staff in topics of sustainability with a view of embedding
the sustainable approach in all our business endeavours and processes,” he says.
For instance, the bank has a partnership with
the Cambridge Institute for Sustainable Leadership, where the institute would offer masterclasses covering a myriad of topics, from the
Sustainable Development Goals to more technical issues like green bonds and sustainabilitylinked bonds.
Some 500 staff have gone through the programme since the partnership started one-anda-half years ago.
“What we’re really striving for is for each and
every one of our relationship managers and
salespeople to be equipped to have that first
conversation with the client. They need to be
able to detect those needs, opportunities and
possibilities with our clients,” Mr Dierckx says.

Walking the talk
Internally, the bank started a Green Company
for Employees programme in 2019, which saw
members of the senior management walk the
talk by cutting single-use plastic from their
routines for 21 days. Mr Dierckx, who eliminated single-use plastics from his life since watching the film A Plastic Ocean, led this effort.
Since then, the organisation has sworn off
single-use plastic on a permanent basis – vending machines within its building at Collyer Quay
are free of single-use plastic cups, for example.
An ESG-centred organisational ethos pays off
in hiring and retention too, Mr Dierckx says, as
the younger generation of employees are increasingly interested in working for a responsible corporate citizen.
He adds that BNP Paribas’ top management
has been stepping up on efforts to enhance diversity and inclusion in the bank. For instance,
the banking group hopes to increase the proportion of women on its executive committee, as
well as among its top 100 managers, to 40 per
cent by 2025. The proportions for both currently stand at one-third.
Asked if efforts to foster inclusion may be
dismissed as tokenism, Mr Dierckx says the
bank ensures close tracking of key performance
indicators around its gender initiatives at various levels of the organisation.
Turning to his personal interests outside
work, Mr Dierckx lets on that he is a photography enthusiast, and has been shooting for
the past three decades.
“Photography to me is about the observation, interpretation and filtering of reality and a
sharp focus on what you want in the picture. I
now have a Singaporean photography teacher
from whom I’m learning. I also read a lot about
photography, attend exhibitions, and collect
photographs. It’s certainly a more affordable art
form for collectors,” he says.
Mr Dierckx has also taken to long-distance
running since the partial lockdown in Singapore
mid-last year. “I didn’t much enjoy it but that
changed when I started running with a friend
and discovered that running is about regulating
one’s breathing and not simply about putting
one foot in front of the other,” he says.
He now runs 10-15km thrice a week.
“My recent discovery of the joys of running is
a reminder of how an open mind can help overcome resistance, especially when learning something new,” he says.
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